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High Point, NC, Oct. 13, 2020 — Jonathan Charles, known for its skillfully handcrafted luxury home furnishings, is debuting The
Cambrio Collection at the October High Point Market. Twenty-four case and accent pieces along with eleven upholstered seating
options complete the lifestyle presentation on display in the company’s High Point Showroom located at 200 North Hamilton, and
on their website, JonathanCharlesFurniture.com.
“Our inclination toward timeless materials, crafted into comfortable profiles, sets the
easygoing Cambrio Collection apart. American white oak is matched with the textures
of rattan, polished limestone and leather – infusing forms with a relaxed, casual vibe
echoed by its generous scale and proportions. Urban, warm and approachable. Cambrio
is what today’s modern haven is all about.”

...the evolution of artistry

Understanding that home furnishings must account for more than just relaxation and storage, the designs are thoughtful and
intentional. Tall pieces such as the Étagère and Bar Cabinet (shown above) provide height and dimension for interior spaces. The
Sideboard and Nesting Tables infuse texture through natural rattan inlays, and the sensuous shaping of the Sofa, Accent Chair
and Swivel Chair evoke a sense of cocooning. Mid-Century design elements are interwoven with references from 20th century
Danish and French masters and organic silhouettes. The result is a collection that openly invites the touch, delights the eye, and
cradles the body.

“Casual” has become synonymous with over-scaled, rustic, unrefined, but the Cambrio Collection proves that informal can be
urban, tasteful and comforting. These are the qualities that homeowners crave in today’s “home-as-sanctuary” environments.
Natural materials, organic, softly curved lines, and patinaed brass accents pair seamlessly with pieces such as the Gilded
Mirror and Marble Side Table.
Every detail has been carefully considered. Bronze glass tops with chamfered and beveled edges; the Round Dining Table has
a patinaed brass inlay in the radiused edge; the Desk and Cocktail Table feature ivory leather insets; the Entertainment Cabinet
includes a gallery railing; and the Bar Cabinet stands out with its hand-painted doors and custom cast brass door pull.
The modern upholstery is covered in neutral tonal performance fabrics that are textured and soft to the touch. The complete
upholstery offering includes a Sofa, Accent and Swivel chairs in addition to a component Sectional and Lounge Chair. The
same tactile and performance characteristics are true of the fully Upholstered Bed with its elongated oval bench.
“Cambrio exudes a modern aesthetic with a casual vibe,” notes Eric Graham, president of Jonathan Charles. “Affluent
consumers are looking for a relaxed lifestyle that is not pinned to a particular era, geography or hierarchy. They want warmth,
comfort, eye-catching style, and the familiar wrapped in modern, informal forms.” The Cambrio Collection meets that style
signature and more.
u Casual, yet sophisticated, describes the
Cambrio Sideboard. The textured natural
rattan door fronts with mottled brass jewelry
pulls and its curved edges adds warmth and
softness to any dining room landscape.

t Versatility and storage are key for the
Cambrio Étagère. The tall French inspired
shelves stand proudly alone or grouped
together in any room of the home or as a
striking accent in the foyer.

u The Cambrio Desk is a perfect combination
of form, function and tactile experience. Its
ivory leather insert makes for smooth writing,
the hidden drawer stores office needs and the
brass stretcher bar makes a comfortable footrest.

u Relax in ultimate comfort as the curved back and softly rounded corners
and exposed wood base on the Cambrio Sofa embrace you in a plush
neutral performance fabric.

In addition to its launch at the High Point Market, retailers, designers and media can take a virtual showroom tour featuring The
Cambrio Collection as well as Jonathan Charles’ two other new collections, Toulouse and Barcelona.
You can download these images at Jonathan Charles. If you have any questions, would like to take a tour or need more information please contact Cathy Lloyd, cathy@tmm.agency, 336-956-2488.
Jonathan Charles believes as makers, they celebrate the legacy of meticulous workmanship. As creatives, they explore and envision new possibilities.
Producing collections and individual objects that elevate heritage craftsmanship with modern sensibility is what Jonathan Charles embodies. Simply stated,
it is the evolution of artistry. For more on Jonathan Charles, please visit their website, or find them on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn or Pinterest.

